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About This Game

In the shell game, three or more identical cups, shells, or anything else are placed face-down on a surface. A small ball is placed
beneath one of these cups so that it cannot be seen, and they are then shuffled by the operator in plain view. Player is invited to

bet on which cup holds the ball – if they guess right the part of hidden image is opened.

For those who couldn't pass the level but still want to relax there is "Don't Rage Mode"

"Don't Rage Mode"
Press "S" at the beginning of the level to open all parts of image.

Press "U" to unlock a single part of image.

Game Features

Artworks

Relaxing music

100 Achievments
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Fun little game series! I just finished this one and it was quite enjoyable. I have played through all of the Zup! games, and they
are all pretty fun! They get frustrating at times, but they are not difficult games to beat as long as you pay attention to your
previous attempts :). For the low price, not a bad purchase by any means. Great game to play while waiting for buddies to queue
up for multiplayer games.. Nope, poor performance, awful UI and broken controls.. + great music
+ nostalgia, arcade feeling
+ nice controls (after a minute)

- clunky controls (for the first minute)

10\/10, would buy again for 3 bucks!. I'll be frank, I received this game as a joke gift from some stranger because it was hurting
them to even keep in their inventory.

After fiddling around trying to even get the game to run at a decent aspect ratio without graphical errors, I played a bit.

I've never wanted to remove a game from my library, but I do now, because this game besmirches all that I am as a person by
even having my name associated with it in any way.. I tried playing this game and was dissappointed because I could not get the
controls to work. Like others, I couldnt even jump over the first wall. The people running the game did answer back and told me
they were sorry and were working on it. I have since played it again and it has gotten so much better and I actually enjoyed it
pretty much although I am still having some trouble with it with the jumping. It is much easier to move around and I do like the
way they have it set up. I do like the challanges that they have created and I am only on the first set. I do see alot of possibilites
coming out of this game and I look forward to getting the jumping right so that I can move on farther into the game.. I reeeeally
recommend this addon, the stock one lacks of accuracy in some regions, I live in Mexico and I only fly in Mexico most of the
time so I've noticed a huge change.
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The game itself is brilliant, Scene of the Crime is great, but despite what Steam said in the specs when I ordered it, it requires a
separate graphics card, an onboard card stutters and craps out.

Exteremly disappointed that Steam / Screaming Villians didn't make this clear before purchase, and that Steam didn't refund my
purchase when the issue was made clear to them.

Recommend the game, yes. Recommend Steam's ability to supply sensible specifications, no.. i cant create an asmodee account.
never get a confirmation email. on android and on steam version. Pretty horrible game. If there was brightness option I could
play it more, but as of now I can't even see the fences cause it's so overly bright. Even though there are screens and tags on the
game about being First-Person viewed, I couldn't find way to play it from anything other than bird view.. Its an good game its
old school herd if you into that then buy it ^^. The best of the three in my opinion. The levels are detailed and non-linear. It's
really cool to explore the areas and they offer a lot of reply value. They are challenging but not as challenging as some of the
others. I really do like this! If you are wanting to buy only one of them, I say this one is the way to go!
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